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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN NOVEMBER?
Thursday 2 November

City PTA Coffee Morning

Thursday 2 November

Y13 Science Investigation

Friday 3 November

ZEK PTA Coffee Morning

Friday 3 November

Y13 Science Investigation

Monday 6 November

ZEK PTA Meeting am

Monday to Friday 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 November

Humanities Week

Tuesday 7 November

City PTA Meeting pm

Friday 10 November

Autumn Festival

Monday to Friday 13, 14 15 16 November

International Week

Thursday 16 November

IGCSE Awards Ceremony

Friday 17 November

International Day/MUFTI

Saturday 18 November

Production Set Built

Friday 24 November

Teacher’s Day

Friday 24 November

Moustache Mufti Day

Friday 24 November

Teacher comments complete reports to
HoD’s

Saturday 25 November

Production Tech

Monday 27 November

Production Dress

Tuesday to Thursday 28, 29, 30 November

Secondary Production Performances

Thursday 30 November

Shave off day

Thursday 30 November

Uskudar MUN

Thursday 30 November

HoD check complete-reports to KSC’s
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BREAST CANCER AWARENESS DAY
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IICS FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
Friday 29th September began a two day football tournament with the BISI Middle Boys
football team travelling to IICS with competitors MEF, BLIS and IGA (Gateway).
Newcomers to the team, and existing members too, first felt the nerves of the competition
but soon anxiety faded as players found their feet, took control of the games, and celebrated
the goals that came in. BISI played well throughout the tournament and made the IICS pitch
their own. The team showed great control, passing skill and good camaraderie that ensured
confidence, composure, and an unstoppable winning streak. The team consisted of great
players such as: Abrahim, Baris, Sung Jin and Max in attack; Luka and Ali in midfield;
Giovanni, Noah and Min Seok in defense; and finally Lewis in goal. The team played great
in attack and defensively too with the ball being passed around with style and fluidity. The
BISI boys were undefeated all tournament, conceding only three goals in the two days of
play… impressively the goal tally very nearly reached 30 goals! Overall the atmosphere
was great, new friends were made, and all matches throughout the tournament were played
fairly and with respect for the game. The final match score of 5-1 against IICS’s first squad
summed up comprehensively our team’s confidence. There were smiles and loud talk on the
bus home as we brought back the 1st place trophy!
Max Gunnell
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SPORTS ACTIVITIES
The junior girls football team took part in a two day tournament in Istanbul International
Community School on Friday the 29th and Saturday 30th of September. Over the course of
the tournament they took part in a total of 5 games including 3 games back to back on the
opening day.
Despite limited training all the girls played well throughout the tournament with Hanan
Mahmoud performing particularly well in her role as captain. However, as a result of a
difficult schedule and some very close losses the team were unfortunate to finish with just
one win and missed out on the playoffs.
A big congratulations to everyone who took part. The next girls game will be on the 13th
October against IGA.
Squad members: Hanan Mahmoud (c), Sarah Mahmoud, Khadijah Khawar, Lise Mereyde,
Margharita Cusalito, Min Joo Cho, Nike Huegel, Georgina Gunnell, Manaal Martaza, Anna
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HALLOWEEN IN CITY
We all had a wicked time at our Halloween events.
Lots of scary monsters, super heroes, mummies, witches and spooky creatures came to
school! Lots of people had put a lot of effort into making their own costumes at home.
We all had a great afternoon eating delicious Halloween cakes and making Halloween
crafts.
Everyone at the City Campus would like to thank the PTA and all the parents who helped
Halloween to be such an exciting and memorable event.
Alison Guzel
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HALLOWEEN IN ZEK
Halloween Oct 31st
International and National EYFS
Zek and City Campuses.
The Early Years children had an exciting day coming to school in their costumes, starting
the day walking the catwalk to show off their costumes to their friends and teachers.
Next they completed a carousel of different activities from threading pumpkins, pin the tail
on the witch's cat, making ghosts, and lots of mark making as they were talking about all
the different Halloween characters.
To finish of the Halloween excitement it was Trick or Treat time.
The children gave treats to other children, as well as receiving their very own treat too!
Happy Halloween everyone, a day for a bit of silliness, fun, laughter and smiles! Great to
see the children using their imaginations and really getting into character!
It was a BOOtiful and a SPOOKtacular day.
Tamarisk Wright
EYFS Co-Ordinator.
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WEEK OF LANGUAGES
Modern Foreign Languages Department
Week of Languages
25th – 29th September 2017
The main aims of the Week of Languages are to promote the range of languages that are
taught in school and also to draw attention to BISI’s rich linguistic and cultural diversity,
which has to be highlighted in order to reinforce intercultural understanding. This year the
WOL was once again a successful event enjoyed by all students and teachers alike.
We organized a series of educational and cultural activities which took place during form
time. There were interactive and informative displays around the school. There was also the
traditional Mother Tongue Class, taught by the students themselves. Friday the 29th was
Mufti and MFL Food Day. The students and teachers wore their national dress and we
shared delicious dishes from our home countries at lunchtime. Prizes were given to the best
dress in each form class and to the 3 best-dressed teachers too.
I am sure that many of us learned a thing or two about other countries and languages all
over the world. I would like to thank parents, students and the staff who took part in the
activities. A special thank you to everyone who contributed in one way or another to our
incredibly tasty Food Day.
Gabriela Davutoglu
Head of the MFL Department
Here is more detailed information and photos about some of the activities.
There was a form competition for each year group within each Key Stage. The students
were challenged to answer each day a different quiz - testing their geographical, business or
language knowledge for example. They submitted their answers on the last day. The forms
with the most correct answers won a prize. There were also interactive activities on the various display boards outside the languages department. Some of the activities were: Match
the member of staff and the languages they speak, Match words from French,
Spanish and German that are part of the English language now to their definition, Match the
country and the stereotypes associated with it, Match the flag, the country and the
languages spoken there.
Ms. Katya Skoudy
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MOTHER TONGUE LESSONS
Thirty-six students volunteered to teach their mother tongue for one hour to the rest of the
secondary students and teachers, who had fifteen different languages to choose from:
Amazigh, Arabic, Bulgarian, Chinese, Croatian, Danish, French, German, Italian, Korean,
Polish, Russian, Spanish, Turkish and Urdu. Our “young teachers” prepared wonderful
lessons and resources. They attended two meetings with the MFL teachers, who guided
them in the preparation of their language lessons. Everyone had a very positive experience;
we learned greetings, basic questions and answers, numbers and a lot of information about
the culture of the countries where these languages are spoken.
Congratulations to our Mother Tongue teachers:
YEAR 7

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

Carolina Balbin
Jan Papierz
Mohammed
Muayad
Pakeshenni Hayisha
Skye Maclean
Yusra Shahjahan
Alvaro Balbin
Georgi Chaushev
Tihomir Dobrev
Ziva Krizana

Aylin Hastemir
Hae Jun Lee
Hira Nur
Hoseung Lee
Jin Woo Sohn
Lara I’anson
Nike Hügel
Nikolas
Shaghasvilli
Yarub Altaher
Zeynep Başkaya

Lise Mereyde
Luka Kameni
Margharita
Cusalito
Muzna Shahjahan
Seung June Min
Tae Ho Kim

Ms Ángela Pérez
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YEAR 10 and
11
Kaan Kafkasli
Weronika Papierz

YEAR 12 AND
13
Batuhan Kulac
Leon Collner
Mariam Zara
Olexiy Prokhvatylo
Reyad Dardar
Rowa Kordi
Tommaso
Cusalito
Yasmin Azizbayli
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PRE/PRIMARY NEWS
FROM OCTOBER
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KEY STAGE 1 SPORTS DAY
Thank you to all teachers and also Y6 students for helping on the SD last Friday.
Pictures will be shortly published from RR, usually on the Z drive.
We had 100 students moving around and all having lots of fun. Nice day!!
Impressive participation in mothers sprint race with 18 runners, fathers just 6!!!
Below all the results.
The overall primary SD result will be calculated once the KS2 has completed their SD on
Friday 13th.
KS1 SD
Cedar

1422 Points

Oak

1255 Points

Maple

927 Points

Sprint Race Winners
Y1 Girls

Y1 Boys

Y2 Girls

Y2 Boys

1. Rosie

1. Prenal

1. Sofia

1. Malik

2. Asya

2. Matteo

2. Louise

2. Tamim

3. Romace

3. Roy

3. Selvi

3. Karan

Mothers

Fathers

1. Svetlana

1. Stephane

2. Aceline

2. Sachin

3. Nanna

3. Amit

THANK you all for the great help and the smooth running of the third and last SD this
week!
Below you can find the final scores and also all sprint race winners.
So far the standing result is/was from SD KS1 held 6th if October:
KS1 SD
Cedar

1422 Points

Oak

1255 Points

Maple

927 Points

Overall in both SD same order and therefore also same order in result.
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KEY STAGE 2 SPORTS DAY
KS2 results from 13th October
Cedar 2263 P
Oak 21787 P
Maple 2156 P
The FINAL primary SD result
1st Cedar 3685 P
2nd Oak 3433 P
3rd Maple 3083 P
KS2 Sprint race winners are
Y3 Boys

Y3 Girls

Y4 Boy

Y4 Girl

1st Lenny

1st Dina

1st Alex M

1st Sofia

2nd Rayan

2nd Lara P.

2nd Kento

2nd Sael

3rd Alex

3rd Iona

3rd Seongsu

3rd Anushka

Y5 Boy

Y5 Girl

Y6 Boy

Y6 Girl

1st Leon

1st Ivanna

1st Allessandro

1st Talia

2nd Ryan

2nd Aleyna

2nd Shaqueel

2nd Elvi

3rd Markus

3rd Taidiana

3rd Seongbin

3rd Seeun

Mothers

Fathers

1st Svetlana

1st Muhammed

2nd Asceline

2nd Cavali

3rd Kanyisa

3rd Sachin
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NATIONAL SCHOOL CELEBRATION OF REPUBLIC DAY 29th OF OCTOBER
We celebrated our “Republic Day 29th of October”.
Year 2 student Doruk Akın Gürel hosted the programme and our preschool teacher Zeynep
Bildirici made speech of meaning of the day. EYFS and preschool kids did their funny
dance. Years 1 and 2 Kids showed their fantastic percussion talents on that day.
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YEAR 3 FIELDWORK IN ZEKERİYAKÖY VILLAGE
Year 3 have been visiting Zekeriyakoy Village as part of Humanities during the Local
Settlement Unit. We have learnt about the history of the village, collected data and have
observed the changes to the village.
During the visits we collected data such as traffic and environmental surveys. This data
will be compared with another local settlement.
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YEAR 5 TRIP TO KANDILLI EARTHQUAKE CENTRE
On Wednesday 11th October, the three year 5 classes went to the Kandilli Earthquake
Centre which is located Bogazici University campus on the Asian side.
We met one of the scientists responsible for maintaining the computer feeds from all the
seismic sensors around Turkey. He explained about the Arabian Tectonic Plate that is
crashing into the Anatolian Plate causing the tremors and earthquakes.
The education officer explained about the effects of earthquake of 1999 that originated in
Izmit but badly effected Istanbul. She showed us what to do to protect ourselves in case
there is an earthquake.
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EXPERIMENTAL FRIDAYS OF NATIONAL SCHOOL
Every Friday afternoon Year 1 & 2 classes making some experiments. This month they
started to discover plants, seeds and trees. They planted onions and potatoes. They
experienced different type of fruit seeds and compare to each other. They observed
mushrooms in the botanical garden and after that they wrote an essay about their
observations. Our school plant named Benjamin has started to watered by students every
day. Every day, they are saying Hello and Good bye to Benjamin. We talked about plants
are sensitive and they are effected from our kind or rude behaviors…
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SECONDARY NEWS
FROM OCTOBER
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SECONDARY SPORTS DAY
1st CEDAR 783 points
2nd MAPLE 760 points
3rd OAK 706 points
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The Department FINAL Relay
1st Math 1.03.64
2nd Humanities 1.03.89
3rd English 1.05.63
4th MFL 1.06.90
5th Science 1.09.38
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YEAR 7 TRIP TO GALLIPOLI
A fantastic and busy year 7 trip. We had glorious weather with bright sunshine everyday.
We enjoyed Turkey at its best with beautiful scenery. We explored areas steeped in history.
We visited the ancient sites of Troy and the Temple of Athena. We paid our respects to the
soldiers at Gallipoli. It was memorable to visit our school emblem - the Lone Pine and to
realize the significance of such a beautiful and powerful symbol. It was great for Year 7 to
spend time with each other outside the classroom, working in groups, forming new and
strengthening old friendships.
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YEAR 9 TRIP TO SABANCI MUSEUM
On Friday 13th October, Year 8 Music students had the wonderful opportunity of visiting
the amazing and very influential, Ai Weiwei on Porcelain exhibition, currently being held at
the Sabanci Museum in Emirgan, which gave them inspiration for their forth-coming
Chinese pentatonic music compositions. Lisa Mayer (Year 8 Music teacher)
“Weiwei treats Chinese porcelain as a material infused with meanings relating to both
history and the present day, using its traditional form and idiom within topical
debates.” (Hurriyet, 13th September 2017)
Lisa
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YEAR 9 TRIP TO DALYAN AND MARMARİS
The hard work of planning this trip and attempting to
blend physical activity, cultural heritage and real outside
learning was all worth it when observing the Year 9s fully
engage in everything on offer to them. This was an active
trip that kept all busy and catered for all tastes. For the six
days away from parents, and the full comfort of home,
students had to fend for themselves and organise their
time to fit into a schedule crammed with excursion, fun
and activity. In Dalyan many joined Miss Perez and I for an early 6km run along the river
and earned their breakfast well before others had even peeled themselves from their beds.
Once breakfasted and day bags packed we were off on several breathtaking and inspiring
adventures.
Day one was catamaran sailing where all, for the first time, learned to handle knots, ropes
and wind to glide several kilometres out to sea independently. All were truly fantastic and
rose to this challenge admirably even though, admittedly, my heart beat rather quicker than
it usually does. Crashing through the waves on a speed boat shouting out instructions as if a
sailing expert myself was worrying, but reward for bravery and conquering new skills we
followed this with a ride on a large catamaran. This time
sailed by professionals who played with the waves ably
enough to drench students whilst keeping teachers
completely dry! This excellent and memorable first day
was made even better by another speed boat ride… this
time dragging students clutching to a massive banana. Who
knew girls could scream so loudly or that boys were so
thankfully buoyant!
Our second day, again after a quick(ish) 6km run, was equally busy
checking out the beauty of Dalyan: first a river tour; then Lake Köyceğiz;
the Lycian rock tombs; the ruined city of Kaunos; İztuzu Beach and the 61
year old loggerhead turtle stranded there. So much swimming and walking
warranted some relaxation and pampering and so we ended this day with a
visit to the nearby village of Sultaniye to enjoy a smelly bud bath and a soak
in an original Roman thermal bath house… so very good. Not satisfied
though some even sat with the fish to allow themselves to be feasted on.
Leaving Dalyan was a painful goodbye to a lovely hotel, beautiful location and friendly
people, but the road to Marmaris was wonderfully broken by a visit to Akyaka, another
coastal town with a breathtaking river. What made this river so spectacular was its clarity.
The water was deep and perfectly transparent allowing us clear vision to its depth and large
fish below. The temptation to dive into such water was great. Sadly, but essential,
swimming is strictly forbidden here – a cause of sadness to our very own intrepid explorer,
Mr Muller, who, whenever opportunity allowed, liked nothing more than to swim in open
water. The afternoon spread across more fantastic landscape, calm water and ancient ruins
when we sailed to semi-protected Cleopatra Beach to experience Caribbean sand and sea
but with ancient ruins and a temple to Zeus.
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Day four and our first in Marmaris brought us a safari jeep tour in the forest just outside of
town. This was a thrilling experience made even more so by the addition of water guns and
several litres of water. The phrase, ‘Everyone hates a teacher’, was made abundantly and
brutally clear when our jeep was the one most often attacked not just by students but by
complete strangers to our party. It was odd indeed to see toothless grannies take so much
delight in soaking us teachers before we could reload. Thank goodness for Lewis ‘Rambo’
McLellen for several times saving us… only to savagely soak us himself. Just when we
thought it was safe and we were home dry it was off to Marmaris’ aqua park for more water
related fun and tomfoolery.
Our last day was equally busy: in between breakfast and checking-out we squeezed a quick
quad bike session in the wooded backdrop of Marmaris. Here we whizzed past trees and
through mud puddles like proverbial petrol heads. We did feel a little queasy about our
impact on the local environment, but this was short lived as we dunked through streams,
drove through dust tracks, and raced our way through muddy banks. Some though had a
preference to drive into bushes or directly into trees to avoid mud, air and each other. All
were safe. All were smiles. This activity was a great way to end a fabulous trip away from
school. Thank you Year 9 students for being so great. Thank you also Miss Perez and Mr
Muller in helping me organise the week and ensuring all ran smoothly. Enjoy below just a
few photos.
Russ Gunnell
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IGCSE INFORMATION MEETING
On Thursday 19th October we held the IGCSE programme information meeting, to which year
9 students and their parents were invited. The aim of the day was to start the process of
choosing the subjects they will be studying for the next two years and place all students in a
strong position to make positive, informed choices for their IGCSE options. The decisions
they make in the coming months will decide the subjects they study for the next two years, and
will have an impact on their future choices at a higher level and at university. We know that
such decisions can sometimes be difficult due to the numerous study and career paths
available today, and making sure that any student makes wise choices for their future at this
young age can be daunting.
Presentations were made by Ms. Katya Skoudy, the KS4 and IGCSE Coordinator and Dr.
Kathleen Hawthorne to give an overview of the IGCSE options on offer here at BISI and of
the course in general and about what needs to be considered when thinking about IGCSE
options. Dr. Hawthorne also elaborated more about what the IB programme is about and how
the choices made for the IGCSE programme will influence the choices into the IB programme
and beyond.
Parents then had the opportunity to ask questions to Heads of Department about a particular
subject and to speak to the Key Stage Coordinator regarding the IGCSE programme.
In order to help with the process of choosing options and ensure that the best possible choices
for each student particular circumstances and future plans are made, the following events are
planned:
As well as the information meeting, during PSHE time, on the 23rd and 30th of January, the
Heads of departments will speak to the students about the content of each IGCSE subject and
give them the opportunity to finalise what choices they would like to make.
Information about choosing IGCSE options is provided in the Key Stage 4 Options booklet
that year 9 students will be been given during these PSHE sessions. Further information can
also be found at the Cambridge IGCSE website www.cie.org.uk, click on Cambridge IGCSE
and on our school website under Education, Cambridge IGCSE.
There will be parent-teacher meetings on February 6th. This will give you and your child an
opportunity to speak to the subject teachers of their possible IGCSE choices during the
parent-teacher meeting time between 1pm – 6pm. At this time it would be good to ask the
teachers about your child’s suitability to take a subject at IGCSE level and possible further
education choices that subject can lead on to. Your child will have a form to fill in with their
preferred choices to be returned by a certain date in February, which will then be used to
organise subjects into option blocks.
In addition, Dr Hawthorne, the University and Careers counsellor, will be meeting with year 9
students individually to help them with this process.
There will be a careers fair this year and year 9 students will be invited to some of the
activities
This process will continue in year 10 and year 11, with PSHE sessions dedicated to further
education and careers as well as more meeting with Dr. Hawthorne.
Katya Skoudy
Key Stage 4 and IGCSE Coordinator
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IGCSE AND IB OPTIONS PROCESS ON PTA COFFEE MORNING
PTA Coffee Morning was about subjects available to IGCSE and IBDP students.
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YEAR 10 TRIP TO FETHİYE—ÖLÜDENİZ
Sunday, the 1st of October ended up being a productive travelling day. It included a fun bus
ride, reminiscing over past trips and sing-alongs to various songs. With a smooth plane ride
and another bus journey, we soon arrived at our first hotel. The following two days allowed
us to discover Lycian, Greek and Roman ruins and raft in ice cold water. The ruins showed
off the marvels of ancient architecture and allowed many students to take breathtaking
pictures. Climbing up broken pieces of rock and walking within the walls of the world’s
first parliament hall left all in awe.
The next day, we followed the footsteps of turtles and visited Patara beach. The beach was
absolutely stunning and the grand waves were beyond entertaining. A few hours later, we
left the beach to go rafting. Our rafting adventure, although very cold, ended up being quite
cool. Post-rafting, we all went to dip into a mud bath. Though fun, a light-hearted mud-fight
ended up with a few eyes getting filled up with gunk! Despite these mishaps, the sensation
of the slimy mud is one that none of us will ever forget.

The following day, after a bus transfer, we embarked on a grueling 13km hike around
Babadağ in order to reach an isolated village where we would camp for the night. What we
weren’t expecting was that the campsite is located on a picturesque cliff face, overlooking
Butterfly Valley. As we progressed along the trail, we encountered the stunning landscape
of Ölüdeniz and the Blue Lagoon. It was an undeniably gorgeous sight, yet it was arguably
ruined by the excessive Snapchat posts of the exact same photo by almost every single
student! Nevertheless, we continued hiking until we reached the most elevated part of the
route.
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The descent from there turned out to be a series of unobvious dirt pathways and unstable
rocks, which gave a handful of students gashes, cuts and blisters. However all was well and
everyone was happy, particularly thanks to Alara (aka Florence Nightingale)’s very handy
first aid kit. After several rests and a lunch break, Mr. Williams showed us the small café
where he had eaten the most incredible gözleme two years previously. We ended up
devouring all of the gözleme given to us, accompanied by freshly squeezed pomegranate
and orange juice.
Once we arrived to our destination after a very tiring hike, the building of tents and
spectating the view of a beautiful sunset brought a great feeling of accomplishment. Amidst
the campfire and many burnt marshmallows, Alara’s ghost stories made everyone gasp in
fear once or twice.
The next day, our boat trip resulted as a day of exploring, fun and action. Every stop we had
was a slice of paradise. The glittery water, good food, perfect weather and good company
made the boat trip a spectacular one. Mr Williams wowed all as he perfected a cliff jump
into the water. With the crowd counting down with the anticipation of his dive, all spectated
his splash into the blue water with admiration. Later on, the courageous paragliders were to
be off into the clouds. The ones on land enjoyed themselves with water sports, too many
scoops of ice cream and chatters on the beach!
The students who went paragliding were undoubtedly stunned by the sheer excitement and
awesomeness of the experience. Driving up the mountain to around 2000m was already
intriguing enough, but the initial takeoff and soaring over the hills and thick forests was
truly something to remember. In addition to the untouched landscapes, the radiance of the
Sun emitting onto the sea certainly didn't disappoint.
All memories made will be cherished.
Special thanks to Mr. Williams, Ms. Scotland, Ms. Nursena and Mr. Jeff.
Alara Coban - 10S and Eren Göknil I’Anson - 10B
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MIDDLE SCHOOL MATCH AGANIST IGA
On friday 13th of October our 1st and 2nd middle school football teams invited the IGA
girls over for a revenge after loosing closely against them at the TISL tournament hosted
earlier this term at IICS.
Our first squad managed to beat the IGA girls this time 2:0 and many more matches where
played but most importantly it was 2h of intens football fun for all involved.
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YEAR 8 TRIP TO EDREMİT—BALIKESİR
Year 8 Field Trip
Edremit, Balıkesir (Ören, Pergamon & Kazdağları Parkı)
Monday 2nd to Friday 6th October 2017
The Year 8 students enjoyed the field trip to Edremit on the Aegean coast. We visited
various historical and natural places in the area. We went on a jeep safari to the
mythological Ida Mountain. We went on a boat trip from Ayvalik and we visited Cunda
Island. We spent a whole day exploring the ancient city of Pergamon, which has recently
been added to the UNESCO World heritage list. We also visited the healing temple of
Asklepion, located at the base of Pergamon.
Gabriela Davutoglu
Field trip leader
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THE SENIOR BOYS TOURNAMENTS
The Senior Boys’ football team have had a successful season, with all the attendant ups and
downs: thrilling victories, dismal losses, gritty recoveries, team spirits waxing and waning,
close rivalries, fluent teamwork, exceptional individual displays, good attendance at
practices, errant truants vindicating themselves on the field, injuries, learning and laughs.
We participated in two tournaments at Robert College, a 7-a-side and an 11-a-side, along
with our usual Istanbul rivals IICS, IGA, MEF and Robert College, and Horizon (Ankara).
In the 7vs7 we won two games and lost two, tying with IICS and Robert College for second
overall in our group. In the 11vs11 tournament we won our two group games against IGA
and MEF and made it to the final against Robert College. We acquitted ourselves very well,
playing some excellent passing football, though were unable to stave off a late second half
onslaught from our powerful opponents. We were happy to take home the runner’s up
trophy this time.
Overall this season, we played 11 matches, won 7, lost 4. Our Year 13 stalwarts - Daffa,
Tolga, Leon and Seong Jun - have led the team inspirationally; Year 12s - Lennart, Nawaf,
Tomasso, Cenk and Tem – and Year 11s – Mert and Tai - made excellent contributions; and
our Year 10s – Ilkan, Pablo, Mishal, Malik and Colin – have come on very well. Danielle
Vos also showed us just how skilfully women can play, adding to our competitiveness at the
second tournament.
The team are looking forward to the traditional season- closing match against the
ever-competitive staff team on the last day of term.
Mark Muller
Caption for Photograph: Winners and Runners-up of the 2017 Istanbul International
Schools League, Robert College and BISI, after the final on 21 October.
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TSL FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
KS4 and KS5 football team with coach M. Mueller.
The team made a fantastic 2nd place in the TISL tournament only loosing the final versus
IICS. The hard training several days a week with coach Mueller payed of. They will play a
final friendly game next Tuesday versus MEF before challenging a staff selection on the
last day of term.
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DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS
Richard I’Anson
+90 212 257 5136

Director of Pre School & Primary School
richardianson@bis.k12.tr

William Bradley
+90 212 202 7027

Director of Secondary School and Principal
of Zekeriyakoy Campus
williambradley@bis.k12.tr

Richard Robinson
+90 212 202 7027

Deputy Director of Secondary School
richardrobinson@bis.k12.tr

Mine Akın
+90 212 202 7027

National School Principal
mineakin@bis.k12.tr

Selen Tutar
+90 212 202 7027

Head of PR/Communications
communications@bis.k12.tr

Tuba Guven
+90 212 286 7375

Director of Admissions
registrar@bis.k12.tr

FIND US ON!
www.bis.k12.tr

FOLLOW US!
Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | YouTube | Google Plus | LinkedIn
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